BALLAD OF THE WHISKEY ROBBER: A TRUE STORY OF
BANK HEISTS, ICE HOCKEY, TRANSYLVANIAN PELT
SMUGGLING, MOONLIGHTING DETECTIVES, AND BROKEN
HEARTS

What do you think about ballad of the whiskey robber: a true story of bank heists, ice
hockey, transylvanian pelt smuggling, moonlighting detectives, and broken hearts by
julian rubinstein elmore leonard meets franz kafka in the wild, improbably true story of
the legendary outlaw of budapest. attila ambrus was a gentleman thief, a sort of cary
grant--if only grant came from transylvania and was a terrible professional hockey
goalkeeper. during the 1990s, while playing for the biggest hockey team in budapest,
ambrus took up bank robbery to make ends meet. arr elmore leonard meets franz kafka
in the wild, improbably true story of the legendary outlaw of budapest. attila ambrus
was a gentleman thief, a sort of cary grant--if only grant came from transylvania and
was a terrible professional hockey goalkeeper. during the 1990s, while playing for the
biggest hockey team in budapest, ambrus took up bank robbery to make ends meet.
arrayed against him was perhaps the most incompetent team of crime investigators the
eastern bloc had ever seen: a robbery chief who had learned how to be a detective by
watching dubbed columbo episodes; a forensics man who wore top hat and tails on the
job; and a driver so inept he was known only by a hungarian word that translates to
mound of ass-head. ballad of the whiskey robber is the completely bizarre and hysterical
story of the crime spree that made a nobody into a somebody, and told a forlorn nation
that sometimes the brightest stars come from the blackest holes. like the professor and
the madman and the orchid thief, julian rubinsteins bizarre crime story is so odd and so
compelling that it is completely irresistible. ...more
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GARRY PLOTTER AND THE KATANA OF DEATH SHORT STORY(A
HARRY POTTER PARODY)
garry plotter is selected to go into the secret ninja training school of ratblisters. a
shuriken lodged into his forehead distinguishes him from the other students. he
vows to defeat his arch enemy waldowart in order to gain respect among his
peers. this is a short story i wrote for a creative writing ii class at a community
Readable/Downloadable
college. the original word document is 5 pages i garry plotter is selected to go into
the secret ninja training school of ratblisters. a shuriken lodged into his forehead
distinguishes him from the other students. he vows to defeat his arch enemy
waldowart in order to gain respect among his peers. this is a short story i wrote for
a creative writing ii class at a community college. the original word document is 5
pages in length. this is an unauthorized harry potter parody. ...more

THE IMMORTAL IRON FIST, VOL 1: THE LAST IRON FIST STORY
(THE IMMORTAL IRON FIST #1)
many years ago, in the mystical city of kun' lun, young danny rand stared at a suit
behind glass - the garb of the "immortal iron fist" - and knew that he was destined
to wear it. but where did this costume come from? why did it wait for danny all
those years like a shadow of his future? the answer to those questions will stun
both him and his readers, as danny rand leaps many years ago, in the mystical city
of kun' lun, young danny rand stared at a suit behind glass - the garb of the
Readable/Downloadable
"immortal iron fist" - and knew that he was destined to wear it. but where did this
costume come from? why did it wait for danny all those years like a shadow of his
future? the answer to those questions will stun both him and his readers, as danny
rand leaps from the pages of his breakout hit in daredevil to his own historyspanning kung-fu epic that will shatter every perception of what it means to be the
immortal iron fist! brought to you by top-ten writer ed brubaker and breakout
talent matt fraction (punisher war journal), with action-packed art by david aja
(daredevil, giant-size wolverine). collects immortal iron fist #1-6. ...more

GRACE ABOUNDING TO THE CHIEF OF SINNERS HEART'S EASE IN
HEART TROUBLE, THE WORLD TO COME, OR VISIONS OF HEAVEN
AND HELL AND THE BARREN FIG TREE OR, VISIONS OF HEAVEN
AND HELL AND THE BARREN FIG TREE
bunyan's grace abounding to the chief of sinners heart's ease in heart trouble, the
world to come, or visions of heaven and hell, and the barren fig tree this book,
"grace abounding to the chief of sinners heart's ease in heart trouble, the world to
come, or visions of heaven and hell and the barren fig tree or, visions of heaven
Readable/Downloadable
and hell and the barren fig tree," by john bunyan's grace abounding to the chief of
sinners heart's ease in heart trouble, the world to come, or visions of heaven and
hell, and the barren fig tree this book, "grace abounding to the chief of sinners
heart's ease in heart trouble, the world to come, or visions of heaven and hell and
the barren fig tree or, visions of heaven and hell and the barren fig tree," by john
bunyan, is a replication of a book originally published before 1827. it has been
restored by human beings, page by page, so that you may enjoy it in a form as
close to the original as possible. ...more

LADY ALMINA AND THE STORY OF THE REAL DOWNTON ABBEY LADY ALMINA (THE WOMEN OF
THE REAL DOWNTON ABBEY #1)
lady fiona carnarvon became the chatelaine of highclere castle - the setting of the hit series downton abbey - eight years
ago. in that time she's become fascinated by the rich history of highclere, and by the extraordinary people who lived there
over the centuries. one person particularly captured fiona's imagination - lady almina, the 5th countess of carnarvon. almina
wa lady fiona carnarvon became the chatelaine of highclere castle - the setting of the hit series downton abbey - eight years
ago. in that time she's become fascinated by the rich history of highclere, and by the extraordinary people who lived there
over the centuries. one person particularly captured fiona's imagination - lady almina, the 5th countess of carnarvon. almina
Readable/Downloadable
was the illegitimate daughter of banking tycoon alfred de rothschild. she was his only daughter and he doted on her. she
married the 5th earl of carnarvon, at 19, with an enormous dowry. at first, life at highclere was a dizzying mix of
sumptuous banquets for 500 and even the occasional royal visitor. almina oversaw 80 members of staff - many of whom
came from families who had worked at highclere for generations. but when the first world war broke out, life at highclere
changed forever. history intervened and almina and the staff of highclere were thrown into one of the most turbulent times
of the last century. almina was forced to draw on her deepest reserves of courage in order to ensure her family, the staff and
the castle survived. this is the remarkable story of a lost time. but highclere remains and in this book, fiona weaves almina's
journey and those of her family into the heritage and history of one of england's most exquisite victorian castles. ...more
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COMPLETE DIANA GABALDON OUTLANDER SERIES EIGHT BOOK
HARDCOVER SET [OUTLANDER, VOYAGER, DRAGONFLY IN
AMBER, DRUMS OF AUTUMN, FIERY CROSS, A BREATH OF SNOW
AND ASHES, AN ECHO IN THE BONE, WRITTEN IN MY OWN
HEART'S BLOOD:DIANA GABALDON:OUTLANDER SERIES
#1 new york times bestseller in her now classic novel outlander, diana gabaldon
told the story of claire randall, an english ex-combat nurse who walks through a
stone circle in the scottish highlands in 1946, and disappears into 1743. the story
Readable/Downloadable
unfolded from there in seven bestselling novels, and cnn has called it "a grand
adventure written on a canvas that probes the #1 new york times bestseller in her
now classic novel outlander, diana gabaldon told the story of claire randall, an
english ex-combat nurse who walks through a stone circle in the scottish
highlands in 1946, and disappears into 1743. the story unfolded from there in
seven bestselling novels, and cnn has called it "a grand adventure written on a
canvas that probes the heart, weighs the soul and measures the human spirit across
[centuries]." now the story continues in written in my own heart's blood. ...more

CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG AND ANOTHER CLIFFORD STORY
(CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG)
clifford the big red dog & clifford's family

Readable/Downloadable

PEOPLE I WANT TO PUNCH IN THE THROAT: TRUE(ISH) TALES OF
AN OVERACHIEVING UNDERACHIEVER
a debut collection of witty, biting essays laced with a surprising warmth, from jen
mann, the writer behind the popular blog people i want to punch in the throat
people i want to punch in the throat: • anyone who feels the need to bling her
washer and dryer • humblebraggers • people who treat their pets like children jen
mann doesn’t have a filter, which sometimes gets her in a debut collection of
witty, biting essays laced with a surprising warmth, from jen mann, the writer
behind the popular blog people i want to punch in the throat people i want to
punch in the throat: • anyone who feels the need to bling her washer and dryer •
humblebraggers • people who treat their pets like children jen mann doesn’t have
Readable/Downloadable
a filter, which sometimes gets her in trouble with her neighbors, her fellow pta
moms, and that one woman who tried to sell her sex toys at a home shopping
party. known for her hilariously acerbic observations on her blog, people i want to
punch in the throat, mann now brings her sharp wit to bear on suburban life,
marriage, and motherhood in this laugh-out-loud collection of essays. from the
politics of joining a play group, to the thrill of mothers’ night out at the gun range,
to the rewards of your most meaningful relationship (the one you have with your
cleaning lady), nothing is sacred or off-limits. so the next time you find yourself
wearing fuzzy bunny pajamas in the school carpool line or accidentally stuck at a
co-worker’s swingers party, just think, what would jen mann do? or better yet,
buy her book. ...more

HARRY POTTER: THE MAKE-BELIEVE AFTER STORY (HARRY POTTER,
UNOFFICIAL SERIES) (FUN UNOFFICIAL SERIES BOOK 1)
experience adventure like never before! this book is in no way, shape, or form part of the official j.k.
rowling book series on harry potter. this is simply another author's take on what could have happened
after the series ended. harry is being invited back to hogwarts to celebrate 20 years since he who
should not be named was killed. he takes a prestigious teaching posi experience adventure like never
before! this book is in no way, shape, or form part of the official j.k. rowling book series on harry
potter. this is simply another author's take on what could have happened after the series ended. harry Readable/Downloadable
is being invited back to hogwarts to celebrate 20 years since he who should not be named was killed.
he takes a prestigious teaching position while he is there and also runs into all his old friends
including hermione who is head principle. one night, harry goes to bed and is woken by hermione
because a teacher has gone missing. harry discovers several clues as to what happened to the missing
teacher. all the clues are leading back to a rouge deatheater who avoids being arrested. all this and so
much more awaits. embark with harry and the gang on this extravagant adventure you don't want to
miss! scroll up to purchase this never before seen journey! ...more
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THE STORY OF SCIENCE: EINSTEIN ADDS A NEW DIMENSION:
EINSTEIN ADDS A NEW DIMENSION
in volume three, students will look over albert einstein's shoulder as he and his
colleagues develop a new kind of physics. it leads in two directions: to knowledge
of the vast universe and its future (insights build on einstein's theories of
relativity), and to an understanding of the astonishingly small subatomic world
(the realm of quantum physics). students will learn in volume three, students will
look over albert einstein's shoulder as he and his colleagues develop a new kind of
physics. it leads in two directions: to knowledge of the vast universe and its future
(insights build on einstein's theories of relativity), and to an understanding of the
Readable/Downloadable
astonishingly small subatomic world (the realm of quantum physics). students will
learn why relativity and quantum theory revolutionized our world and led to the
most important ideas in modern science, maybe of all time. in the three-book the
story of science series, master storyteller joy hakim narrates the evolution of
scientific thought from ancient times to the present. with lively, character-driven
narrative, hakim spotlights the achievements of some of the world's greatest
scientists and encourages a similiar spirit of inquiry in readers. the books include
hundreds of color photographs, charts, maps, and diagrams; informative sidebars;
suggestions for further reading; and excerpts from the writings of great scientists.
...more

THE STORY OF TRACY BEAKER (TRACY BEAKER #1)
a fabulous new look for this classic and much-loved tale featuring jacqueline's
most popular character. 'i'm tracy beaker. this is a book all about me. i'd read it if i
were you. it's the most incredible dynamic heart-rending story. honest.' tracy is ten
years old. she lives in a children's home but would like a real home one day with a
real family. meet tracy, follow he a fabulous new look for this classic and muchReadable/Downloadable
loved tale featuring jacqueline's most popular character.
'i'm tracy beaker. this
is a book all about me. i'd read it if i were you. it's the most incredible dynamic
heart-rending story. honest.'
tracy is ten years old. she lives in a children's
home but would like a real home one day with a real family. meet tracy, follow
her story and share her hopes for the future in this beautifully observed, touching
and often very funny tale, all told in tracy's own words. ...more

WINNIE-THE-POOH STORY BOX (WINNIE THE POOH)

Readable/Downloadable

THE STORY OF DOCTOR DOLITTLE (DOCTOR DOLITTLE #1)
doctor john dolittle loves animals. he loves them so much that his home and office
overflow with animals of every description. when polynesia the parrot teaches
him the language of the animals, doctor dolittle becomes a world-famous doctor,
traveling even as far away as africa to help his friends. this edition of the beloved
children's classic contains black-and-white illu doctor john dolittle loves animals.
Readable/Downloadable
he loves them so much that his home and office overflow with animals of every
description. when polynesia the parrot teaches him the language of the animals,
doctor dolittle becomes a world-famous doctor, traveling even as far away as
africa to help his friends. this edition of the beloved children's classic contains
black-and-white illustrations by michael hague and has been edited by awardwinning authors patricia and fredrick mckissack for modern audiences. ...more
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HALL &AMP; GOATS - A BUBBA THE MONSTER HUNTER SHORT
STORY (BUBBA THE MONSTER HUNTER SHORT STORYS #7)
"cross larry the cable guy with the dresden files, and you have bubba the monster
hunter" "reminds be a bit of ash from army of darkness" "hartness spins another
tale of redneck mayhem full of his usual sarcastic humor." bubba's back, and this
time he's chasing a creature he can't even pronounce! a mysterious creature called
a chupacabra is attacking livestock in florida, and "cross larry the cable guy with
the dresden files, and you have bubba the monster hunter" "reminds be a bit of ash Readable/Downloadable
from army of darkness" "hartness spins another tale of redneck mayhem full of his
usual sarcastic humor." bubba's back, and this time he's chasing a creature he can't
even pronounce! a mysterious creature called a chupacabra is attacking livestock
in florida, and bubba's on the case! but there's someone else investigating this
chimichanga, too! who is it? is she hot? will bubba get her naked before the story
is over? and what the hell is bubba doing hunting chalupas in a dry county? hall &
goats is a short story, about 7,000 words ...more

VOODOO CHILDREN - A BUBBA THE MONSTER HUNTER SHORT
STORY (BUBBA THE MONSTER HUNTER SHORT STORYS #1)
he's big, he's bad and he's here to save the day. from the author of the black knight
chronicles comes a new series of supernatural comedy with a johnny cash
soundtrack and a kevin smith twist. meet bubba the monster hunter, a 6'5" 340pound hero for the working man. if it goes bump in the night, bubba'll kill it.
vampires, zombies, ghouls, werewolves, ghosts, witches, warl he's big, he's bad
and he's here to save the day. from the author of the black knight chronicles
comes a new series of supernatural comedy with a johnny cash soundtrack and a
kevin smith twist. meet bubba the monster hunter, a 6'5" 340-pound hero for the
Readable/Downloadable
working man. if it goes bump in the night, bubba'll kill it. vampires, zombies,
ghouls, werewolves, ghosts, witches, warlocks, whatever. if it can be shot, he'll
shoot it. if it can be hit, he'll hit it. and if there's a payday involved, he's on the
case. in this first bubba the monster hunter story, everybody's favorite redneck is
chasing zombies through the hills of tennessee. follow bubba through beer joints,
strip clubs and graveyards as he and his best helper bertha (a .50 desert eagle
pistol) make sure that what's dead, stays dead. fans of the black knight chronicles,
the dresden files, buffy the vampire slayer and larry the cable guy are sure to love
this rollicking new series. ...more

THE QUEEN MOTHER: THE UNTOLD STORY OF ELIZABETH
BOWES LYON, WHO BECAME QUEEN ELIZABETH THE QUEEN
MOTHER
packed with stunning revelations, this is the inside story of the queen mother from
the new york times bestselling author who first revealed the truth about princess
diana queen elizabeth the queen mother has been called the "most successful
queen since cleopatra." her personality was so captivating that even her archenemy wallis simpson wrote about "her legendary charm." packed with stunning
revelations, this is the inside story of the queen mother from the new york times
bestselling author who first revealed the truth about princess diana queen
elizabeth the queen mother has been called the "most successful queen since
cleopatra." her personality was so captivating that even her arch-enemy wallis
Readable/Downloadable
simpson wrote about "her legendary charm." portrayed as a selfless partner to the
king in the oscar-winning movie the king's speech, the queen mother is most often
remembered from her later years as the smiling granny with the pastel hats. when
she died in 2002, just short of her 102nd birthday, she was praised for a long life
well lived. but there was another side to her story. for the first time, lady colin
campbell shows us that the untold life of the queen mother is far more fascinating
and moving than the official version that has been peddled ever since she became
royal in 1923. with unparalleled sources--including members of the royal family,
aristocrats, and friends and relatives of elizabeth herself—this mesmerizing
account takes us inside the real and sometimes astonishing world of the royal
family. ...more
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NIV, THE CHRISTMAS STORY FROM THE FAMILY READING BIBLE,
HARDCOVER (FAMILY READING BIBLE)
the christmas story from the family reading bible is a way that you as a parent can
engage your children in reading and discussing scripture together as a family.the
readings are taken directly from the bible beginning in the old testament, and they
will help you lead your family through the whole christmas story from the
promise to the birth of the savior. this unique sea the christmas story from the
family reading bible is a way that you as a parent can engage your children in
Readable/Downloadable
reading and discussing scripture together as a family.the readings are taken
directly from the bible beginning in the old testament, and they will help you lead
your family through the whole christmas story from the promise to the birth of the
savior. this unique seasonal book is the perfect tool for kids young and old to
understand and embrace one of the most important stories of the bible. this
seasonal book also provides a sample of one of the three reading tracks found in
the family reading bible: http: //www.zondervan.com/cultures/en-us/prod... .more

ADOLF HITLER - THE SHOCKING STORY OF NAZI LEADER ADOLF
HITLER REVEALED (MEIN KAMPF, BIOGRAPHY, TOLAND, NAZI
GERMANY, DOWNFALL, NAZI PARTY)
discover the shocking story of nazi leader adolf hitler! hitler is one of the most
accomplished and polarizing men in world history. and while most people look at
him as a cautionary tale, his back story is actually compelling to see. a lot of
people would be surprised at how his life transpired. behind the dictatorial and
cruel rule of the nazis during the early 20th cen discover the shocking story of
nazi leader adolf hitler! hitler is one of the most accomplished and polarizing men
in world history. and while most people look at him as a cautionary tale, his back
story is actually compelling to see. a lot of people would be surprised at how his
Readable/Downloadable
life transpired. behind the dictatorial and cruel rule of the nazis during the early
20th century, is a man who has been through a lot. this book contains the life story
of adolf hitler, from his early days in austria, to his rise and ultimate fall as the
face of nazi germany. you’ll see a glimpse of hitler as you’ve never seen him
before. here is a preview of the chapters... the early days of adolf hitler hitler’s
rise in german politics hitler’s political views world war ii: hitler’s war the fall of
hitler and nazism hitler’s ultimate legacy much, much more! download your copy
today! if you want to learn more about adolf hitler, then this book is for you. it
will reveal to you many things that you did not know about this interesting human
being. .more

BETSY AND JOE: A BETSY-TACY HIGH SCHOOL STORY (BETSYTACY #8)
betsy always thought she and joe willard were made for each other—and now that
Readable/Downloadable
summer's over and senior year's begun, it seems her dream is coming true! but her
friend tony markham has come calling as well—and his intentions are definitely
romantic.

SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS BY P G WODEHOUSE, INCLUDING: LORD
EMSWORTH AND OTHERS, PLUM PIE, BLANDINGS CASTLE AND ELSEWHERE,
NOTHING SERIOUS (SHORT STORIES), A FEW QUICK ONES, EGGS, BEANS AND
CRUMPETS, MY MAN JEEVES, THE INIMITABLE JEEVES, MULLINER NIGHTS
this sixty-page booklet consists entirely of reprints of readily available free online essays from sites
like wikipedia about p.g. wodehouse and his short stories. there is nothing in this book actually
written by p.g. wodehouse. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing
disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative bo this sixty-page
booklet consists entirely of reprints of readily available free online essays from sites like wikipedia Readable/Downloadable
about p.g. wodehouse and his short stories. there is nothing in this book actually written by p.g.
wodehouse. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content
sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been
curated from wikipedia articles and images under creative commons licensing, although as
hephaestus books continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting lexicon in the
sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration focused on short story
collections by p. g. wodehouse. ...more
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GUYS READ: I WILL DESTROY YOU, DEREK JETER: A SHORT
STORY FROM GUYS READ: THE SPORTS PAGES (GUYS READ
LIBRARY OF GREAT READING #3 10)
wes' life has been nothing but one tragedy after another since he went to see a
game at yankee stadium, and it can all be traced back to one man: all-star
shortstop derek jeter. now, derek jeter must pay. this short story from the
collection guys read: the sports pages is a winner.
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